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Abstract. We consider critical pairs for replacement systems over free partially commutative 
monoids. This is done in order to apply the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure to concurrent 
processes. We will see that there are one-rule systems which have no finite set of critical pairs. 
Therefore we develop a sufficient (and computable) condition such that finite trace replacement 
systems have a finite set of critical pairs. This condition is always satisfied in the purely free case 
of semi-Thue systems or purely commutative case of vector replacement systems. In fact, it 
generalizes (and unifies) both cases. We will give examples of how one can use this generalization. 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to develop a sufficient condition such that the 
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure works on traces of a free partially commutative 
monoid. 
Free partially commutative monoids were introduced by Cattier and Foata [7] 
in relation with combinatorial problems. Recently their language-theoretic properties 
have become of much interest and a systematic study of these properties has begun, 
e.g. in [8,9, 17,191. The main reason for this study is the connection of these monoids 
to parallelism: Traces are used as a convenient model for concurrent processes just 
as strings are used for sequential ones. In this model we express by a concurrency 
relation which atomic actions may be performed independently. See [15] or [ 161 
for a detailed explanation of this background. In order to describe program transfor- 
mations one may think of a substitution rule where certain subprocesses are replaced 
by others. At a certain level of abstraction this leads to replacement systems over 
free partially commutative monoids, which will be studied in this paper. 
In the extreme cases where the underlying free partially commutative monoid is 
free, (no concurrency at all), or commutative, (full concurrency), these replacement 
systems are the same as semi-Thue systems and vector replacement systems (Petri 
nets) respectively. In the intermediate cases there are several possibilities to handle 
these replacement systems. For example, the approach of [3] is to view them as 
semi-Thue systems (or certain term-rewriting systems) together with a further 
equivalence relation. See also [Id] for the general theory. Or, since traces are 
representable by graphs, graph-grammar-like methods are possible. Here, we follow 
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another formalism which uses replacement systems in monoids directly. This is close 
to the underlying algebraic structure and will be very suitable for the following. It 
is equivalent to the formalism of semi-Thue systems which includes the commutation 
laws of the monoid as symmetric rules in the system. (This is, for example, the 
viewpoint of [22]. What is called pre-perfect systems there corresponds to length- 
reducing confluent systems in our theory.) 
We are interested in the word problem for quotient monoids which are given by 
replacement systems over free partially commutative monoids. However, indepen- 
dent of the formalism one uses, without restrictions on the replacement systems, in 
general this problem is undecidable in all noncommutative cases. A possible restric- 
tion is that the replacement has to be finite, noetherian, and confluent. Then we 
have an effective algorithm for solving the word problem. In order to find such 
systems one would like to apply the general method of the Knuth-Bendix completion 
procedure. This demands the existence of a (computable) admissible well-ordering 
and a notion of critical pairs, see [5] for a survey. For free or commutative monoids 
this completion procedure is a well-known theory, implicitly already used in [13]. 
The commutative case is also contained, as a special case, in the Grobner bases 
algorithm in [4]. In particular, in both cases finite systems always have finite sets 
of critical pairs. Unfortunately, it turns out that in all other cases the set of critical 
pairs may become infinite. We will show that in every free partially commutative 
monoid which is neither free nor commutative there exist replacement systems 
having one rule only and without having any finite set of critical pairs. Thus, we 
have to ask for (good) sufficient condtitions that guarantee finiteness of the set of 
critical pairs. Certainly, these conditions should be computable and they should 
always be satisfied in the free or commutative case. 
Essentially, we will ‘put two’ assumptions on the replacement systems which will 
imply the desired finiteness. The first assumption simply says that a substitution of 
a subprocess by another may not cause new dependencies such that the result of 
the substitution is not uniquely defined. The second assumption is more technical 
and less easy to explain. Roughly speaking it says that if there are two subprocesses 
which can be replaced then these subprocesses are really separated or we must be 
able to transform the program first in such a way that no atomic action lies between 
these subprocesses, and this transformation has to be compatible with the replace- 
ment rules. (The precise formulation of these assumptions is given in the paper.) 
Our main result states that if a finite replacement system over a free partially 
commutive monoid satisfies both assumptions then this system has a finite and 
computable set of critical pairs. 
1. Preliminaries 
By M we denote a monoid with neutral element 1. (In our applications M will 
be free partially commutative.) A subset T c M x M defines a replacement rela- 
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tion =&- by ulu’ +, uru’ for u, u’ E M, (1, I) E T. As usual a’“, and e+ are the reflexive, 
transitive closure and the reflexive, symmetric, transitive closure respectively of =+ 
The relation e$ is a congruence and we write Ml T for its quotient monoid. We 
say that T is complete if the relation +- is noetherian and confluent. For technical 
reasons we always assume that 1 never occurs on the left-hand side of any rule in 
T. Noetherian systems obviously satisfy this assumption. (Note that if the element 
1 occurs on the left-hand side then every element becomes reducible.) By Irr( T) 
we understand the set of elements which are irreducible with respect to T. A system 
T is called normalized if for every rule (I, r) E T the right-hand side r is irreducible 
and the left-hand side 1 is irreducible with respect to T\{(l, r)}. Two systems S and 
T are called equivalent if M/S = Ml T. 
An admissible well-ordering on M is a well-ordering < such that x <y implies 
uxu’< uyu’ for all U, u’, x, y E M. (This paper uses only well-orderings on M. The 
generalization to partial orderings is well-known. It is not done here for simplification 
of the presentation.) If M has an admissible well-ordering then M is cancellative 
(i.e., UXU’ = uyu’ implies x = y), and group-free, (i.e., uv = vu = 1 implies u = v = 1). 
Of particular interest are admissible well-orderings of Knuth- Bendix type. This means 
that there is a weight-function y : M + FU, i.e., a homomorphism y : M -+ N, with 
y-‘(O) = {l}, and for this weight-function y(x) < y(y) implies x < y for all x, y E M. 
If a weight-function y has the property that y(x) = 1 for a generating set X of M 
then y is called a length, and usually we write /ml := y(m) for a length y and m E M. 
Typical examples are free monoids X* or free-commutative monoids fVk, k 2 1 with 
their usual length and lexical orderings. Clearly, the existence of admissible well- 
orderings (of Knuth-Bendix type) transfers to submonoids. In order to establish 
such an ordering for free partially commutative monoids we shall use the following 
easy proposition. 
Proposition 1.1. Every submonoid of a direct product ofJ;nitely many monoids with 
amissible well-orderings of Knuth-Bendix type has such an ordering, too. 
Proof. It is enough to consider the direct product of two monoids. For i = 1,2 let 
Mi be monoids with admissible well orderings <i of Knuth-Bendix type for weight- 
functions yi : Mi + N. Then y : M, x M2 + N, y( m, , mz) := y,( m,) + y2( m2) is a weight- 
function. Define the ordering < by (m, , mz) < (n, , nz) if y( m,, m2) < y( n, , nz) or 
y(m,, m2) = y(n,, nz) and (m, <, n, or m, = n, and mz i, n2). 0 
Proposition 1.2. Every submonoid of a free product of monoids with admissible well- 
orderings of Knuth-Bendix type has such an ordering too. 
Proof. Let I be any (well-ordered) index set, Mi, <i, yi : Mi + N as in the proof of 
Proposition 1.1 and efci, M, be the free product of the Mi, i E I. Then the family yi, 
iE I, induces a canonical homomorphism Y*:*~~,M~+ $c~~,N. Since eiE,N is free 
monoid over the basis I, it has an admissible well-ordering of Knuth-Bendix type 
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where the weight is given by the natural length kit,N+N. We use this lexical 
well-ordering <* on *iE,N to define an ordering < on *is,Mi as follows: let 
m, m’E *ie,M,, m # m’. If r*(m) <* r.Jm’) then we set m < m’. If r*(m) = r*(m’) 
then we have m = n, . . . ak, m’=n~...n~withk~landforallj~{l,...,k}there 
exists i E Z such that nj, nj E Mi\{l} and nit, rJ M,. Since m # m’ there is a minima1 
index jE{l,..., k} such that nj # ni. Define in this case m < m’ if nj <, nj. This is 
a well-ordering of Knuth-Bendix type for the weight-function y : jcclc ,M, + N, y(m) := 
Ir*(m)l where I I h ere means the length in *isIN. 0 
Proposition 1.3. Zf M has an admissible well-ordering then every quotient monoid of 
M is isomorphic to some Ml T where T is a normalized complete replacement system. 
Proof. Let p : M + N be any surjective homomorphism. Since M has an admissible 
well-ordering, there is for each m E M a minimal fi with p(m) =p(Ci) and the set 
Z := {m E M 1 m # &} is an ideal. This idea1 is (uniquely) generated by some basis 
LG Z. Define T:={(m, &)I m E L}; then T is normalized and complete. Further, it 
holds that Ml T= N. 0 
Since all ideals of Nk, k 3 1 are finitely generated by Dickson’s Lemma [lo], the 
proof of Proposition 1.3 gives us, as a special case, the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.4. (i) Every jinitely generated abelian monoid is finitely presentable (cf 
WI). 
(ii) Every finitely generated abelian monoid is presentable by a finite normalized 
complete vector replacement system. (cJ [4]). 
In general, the assertion of Proposition 1.3 is purely existential. It gives no answer 
how to find the system T nor whether T is finite. If T is finite then the Knuth-Bendix 
completion procedure is a method for finding T. Before we recall the completion 
procedure we have to define critical pairs. This is crucial for the following. First, 
let us try to explain informally the idea of critical pairs as we understand it here. 
In order to test local confluence of a given system one usually starts with two 
rules p, q and considers all pairs resulting from elements of the monoid by application 
of these two rules. Call these pairs {p, q}-derivable. A subset of these {p, q}-derivable 
pairs is critical if the confluence of the whole system on this subset implies the 
confluence on all {p, q}-derivable pairs. This definition is in the spirit of [5]. It is 
formalized for our purposes where we work in monoids. 
Definition. Let S G M x M be a replacement system. A pair (t,, t2) E M x M is said 
to be S-derivable if for some t E M we have t , se t +, t2. A set of critical pairs for 
S is a set C(S) of S-derivable pairs such that the following assertion holds for all 
replacement systems T with SC T: If the system T is confluent on C(S) then T is 
confluent on all S-derivable pairs. 
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Remark. (i) A noetherian system S has an empty set of critical pairs if and only if 
S is confluent. 
(ii) Let S c M x M be a replacement system then we may compute critical pairs 
locally on at most two rules: It holds that lJp,qGs C({ p, q}) is a set of critical pairs 
for S. 
If we would weaken the definition of C(S) by asking the characterizing property 
only for systems T with S G T and M/S = M/ T, then such a definition of critical 
pairs could also be used in the completion procedure below, but we could not ensure 
the identity above. 
We are now ready to describe the Knuth-Bendix completion: Let < be an admis- 
sible well-ordering of M and let TI E M x M be a finite replacement system where 
I > r for all (1, r) E T, . Let TO := 0 and for i 2 1 define 
T ,+,:= Ku{(f,, F,)l{, G t;EIrr(7;),j=l,2, 
T, 
(t,, t*)E C(Z)\CU-,), 
{ ?, , i2} = { tl, i,}, and ?I z r2}. 
Finally, set T” := IJz”=, T. 
It is easily seen that, up to normalization, T* is the complete system mentioned 
in Proposition 1.3. Further T* = Ti for some i 2 1 if and only if T, = Ti+l for some 
i2 1. 
Remark. For finitely presented monoids M the description above transforms directly 




For all x, y E M we may test whether x < y. 
For all y E M the finite set {x E M 1 x < y} is computable. 
A finite set of critical pairs C(S) is effectively constructible for every finite 
system S. 
Proof. By (i) the monoid M has a decidable word-problem, by (ii), it follows that 
for given 1, t E M we may test whether there exist u, u’ E M such that t = ulu’. Note 
that for admissible well-orderings of Knuth-Bendix type condition (ii) follows from 
(i). 0 
Remark. If M is free or free-commutative, then (i)-(iii) are satisfied. If M is 
free-commutative, then the procedure always halts, see [4] (or Corollary 1.4 above). 
This is also stated in [ 131 or [ 11. If M is free, then the termination of the procedure 
is undecidable in general; this follows directly from [21, Theorem 2.31. If M is free 
partially commutative, then another serious problem arises. We shall see that the 
set of critical pairs may become infinite. 
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2. Critical pairs on concurrent alphabets 
According to [16] a concurrent alphabet is a set X together with a symmetric, 
reflexive relation D c XXX, the dependency relation. It defines a free partially 
commutative monoid by X*/{(ab, ba) 1 (a, b) E X x X\ D}, and its elements are com- 
monly called truces. For traces t their size 1 tl is defined by the length of a representing 
string. Replacement systems over free partially commutative monoids are called 
truce replacement systems in the following. By [6, Lemma 3.11 or [9, Proposition 
1.11 every free partially commutative monoid is effectively embeddable in a direct 
product of free monoids. Thus by Proposition 1.1 these monoids have an admissible 
well-ordering of Knuth-Bendix type, and by Proposition 1.3 every quotient of them 
has a presentation by some complete trace replacement system. In order to use the 
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure for finding this complete system, we have to 
consider critical pairs. Our first observation on critical pairs is somewhat negative. 
In general there are infinitely many critical pairs. Note however that this agrees 
with a recent result of Narendran and Otto that the confluence of finite noetherian 
trace replacement systems is undecidable in general, see [18]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let M be a free partially commutative monoid for some concurrent 
alphabet X with dependency relation D. If M is neither free nor commutative then 
there is a jinite trace replacement system T c M x M where no jinite set critical pairs 
exists. 
Proof. Since M is neither free nor commutative, there are letters a, x, b E X such 
that ax = xa, bx # xb in M. Consider the one-rule system T := {(a, bb)}. Assume T 
would have a finite set of critical pairs C. Then there would be an integer n 2 1 
such that the size of t,, t2 is bounded by n for all (t, , t2) E C. Since bb divides 
all {(a, bb)}-derivable pairs the following finite system T’= Tu {( t, b) 11 tI c n, bb 
divides t} is confluent for all pairs in C with respect to T’. But T’ is not confluent 
on the T-derivable pair (bbx”+‘, x”+‘bb). 0 
The proof above uses a rule where the letter x is independent of the left-hand 
side a, whereas x does not commute with the right-hand side bb. Think of traces 
as a description for concurrent processes. Then, we have substituted the action a 
by bb in a process (a +x) where a and x may perform independently. The result 
of the substitution is not uniquely defined, we obtain bbx or xbb. Clearly, one should 
avoid such a substitution. Further, here, we are interested in deciding the word 
problem of the quotient M/T. Now if (1, r) E T and x is an element which is 
independent of each action in 1, then in the quotient M/T it holds that xl = rx. 
These reasons lead us to the following basic assumption which we will put on 
replacement systems. 
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Assumption A-1. For each (l, r) E T and each letter x which is independent of all 
letters occurring in 1 it holds that xr = rx in M. 
Remark. (i) If M is free or commutative, then A.1 is always satisfied. (Note that 
we have made the general assumption that the left-hand sides are never equal to 1. 
Otherwise we would have to treat these rules separately.) 
(ii) Property A.1 is decidable for finite systems T. 
(iii) If T is monadic, i.e., It-1 G 1 for all (Z, r) E T, then we always may assert A.1 
by changing, if necessary, the dependency relation in M without changing the 
quotient Ml T. 
For further investigations we need some notions and elementary facts on traces. 
Let X be a concurrent alphabet with dependency relation D and M be the 
associated free partially commutative monoid. Each trace t E M is identified with 
a partially ordered labelled set in the usual way: I is identified with the empty set. 
If t E M is already identified and x E X then tx is the disjoint union of t with one 
point labelled x. The partial order of this labelled set is induced by the partial order 
on f and a 6 x for all a E t, (a, x) E D. Note that there is some abuse of language. 
If we write a E t, then we really mean a fixed point of t which is labelled a. Similarly 
we proceed with subsets of t. If 1 c t is a subset, then we say 1 is a subtruce if t = ulu’ 
for some subsets U, u’c t, i.e., 1 divides t as element of the monoid M. A subset 
1 s t is a subtrace if and only if xsy s z with x, z E E implies y E f. Note that for 
Hasse diagrams this is a global condition and not testable in the neighbourhood of 
I. (One should keep this in mind when one thinks in terms of graph-grammars for 
replacements of traces.) If I, c t, l2 5 t are subtraces, then their intersection I, n I, 
and union I, u lz is defined with respect to t. Note that 1, n 1, will be a subtrace 
whereas I, u i2 may be viewed as a labelled subset of t only. 
Let 1 G t be a subtrace. We define the subtraces of elements before, behind, and 
independent of1 by 
pre(l):={xEt\Z/xCy for some yEf}, 
suf(Z):={xE t\llyGx for some yEl}, 
ind(l):={xE ~\Z~x~(pre(~)usuf(~))~. 
We have a disjoint union t = pre( 1) v 1 u ind( t) u suf( I), and if f = ulu’ then for some 
V, U’E M it holds that u = pre(l)v, ZID’= ind(l), and v’suf(Z) = u’. 
Let 1, G t, l2 E t be subtraces. We say that I,, l2 are in mixed order if pre( 1,) n I2 # 0 
and I, R pre( 1J Z 0 or I, n suf( I*) # 0 and suf( f,) n l, # 0. We say that x E t\( I, u I,) 
is between 1, and I2 if pre(x) n I, # 0, suf(x) n 1, # 0 or suf(x) R I, # 0, pre(x) n 1, # 0. 
Note that every letter between I, and I2 must be independent of the intersection f, n Z2. 
Example 2.2. We represent traces by their Hasse diagrams. 
(1) Let t be the trace of Fig. 1, then the subtraces I, = (a + b) and I, = (c + d) are 
in mixed order. 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
(2) Let t be the trace in Fig. 2 with II = (a + b), I, = (b + c). Then x is between 
1, and 1,. 
Theorem 2.3. Let M be a free partially commutative monoid and T G M x M be a 
replacement system, which satisfies Assumption A.1. Then a set of critical pairs for T 
is given by the set of pairs (t,, tJ, t,, t,E M, t, # t2 which satisfy 
(1) t 1 (I,.r,F t J(lz,rz) t2 for some t E M with subtraces IJ c t and rules (I,, rj) E T, 
j = 1,2; 
(2) II n l2 # 0 or I,, l2 are in mixed order; 
(3) all x E t\(l, u 1,) are between 1, and 12; 
(4) if t # (1, u 1,) then there is an x E t which is behind 1, and before 12. 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 uses the following important but easy fact. 
Lemma 2.4. Let TG M x M be a replacement system which satisfies Assumption A.1 
and let (1, r) E T be a rule. If t =+,,,, t’ then t’ is uniquely determined by the substituted 
subtrace 1 c t and by the rule (1, r). We have 
t’ = pre( 1)r ind( l)suf( 1) = pre( I)ind( 1)r suf( 1). 
Proof. We have t = pre( I)vlv’suf( 1) for some vu’ = ind( 1). Thus, it holds t’ = 
pre(l)vrv’suf(l). By A.1 we have rut= v’r and vr = rv, hence the result. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let t E M be a trace, t = u,l,u; = u,l,u~, t, = u,r,u;, t, = 
uzrzu;, and (I,, rr)( 12, rz) E T. Obviously, the pair ( t, , t2) satisfies (1). Assume 1, n l2 = 
0 and I,, l2 are not in mixed order, then pre( 1,) n l2 = 0 or 1, n pre( 12) = 0. Say, without 
restriction, pre( 1,) n 1, = 0. Then it holds 1, n suf( 12) = 0, too. Thus, by Lemma 2.4 it 
is enough to consider the case, where a1 = pre(f,), 1, E u: and 1, c u2, u; = suf(I*). 
If follows that 
t, = pre( f,)r, wZ,suf( &), t2 = pre( 1,) f, wu,suf( tz> 
for some trace w E M, and that t,, t2 are confluent. Thus we may assume that (I,, fJ 
satisfies (2). Further, if all x E t\(ll u Z2) are between 1, and 12, then, if necessary by 
interchanging the role of I, and 12, we may assume that (4) is valid as well. Thus, 
it remains to show that we also may assume (3) for (t,, f2). We do this by induction 
on the size of t. IF t = (1, u i2) then (3) holds. Let t # (Z, u tz) and assume there exists 




= (pre(I,) n suf( 1,) u pre(l,) f-i suf( ZJ 
u pre( Z,) n suf( I,) u pre( /J n suf( &)) 
= (pre( II) u pre( j2)) n (suf( Ii) u suf( &)). 
This means x & pref I,) and x & pre(E,) or x @ suf( I,) and XG suf( E,). Since the other 
case being analogous we assume x sf pre( I,) and x g pre( &). Let us choose a maximal 
element of t\(ll u 12) with this property. By Lemma 2.4, we may assume 
t = pre(l,)l,v;x = pre(l,)f,u;x, t, = pre(l,)v:x, t, = pre( Iz)r2v$. 
Thus the confluence of ( tl , t2) follows inductively from the confluence of (pre( I,)r, v:, 
pre(Zz)rzv:); and this proves Theorem 2.3. Cl 
Remark. If M is free, then the set of critical pairs as given above coincides exactly 
with the usual one. In particular, for finite T this set is finite. In general, this set 
may be still infinite. However, the structure of this set has become much easier. 
Example 2.5. Consider the same trace as in Example 2.2(l), Fig. 1 above. We may 
view it as a process consisting of two subprocesses I, = a + b and 1, = c -+ d which 
may start independently and terminate independently after both have started. Let 
T = {(I%, r,), (lz, rJ) be a replacement system. Assume that M is generated by 
{a, b, c, d). Then A.1 is always satisfied, and the set of critical pairs as given in 
Theorem 2.3 has one element only: {(ar&, cr,d)}. Clearly, it depends on r,, r2 
whether T is confluent or not: if r, = c, r, = a, then T is confluent since ac = ca; if 
r, = da, r2 = bd, then T is not confluent since 
abdb 7 dadb = dabd =$ ddad, cdad =3 bdad = dbad 
T T 
and all these elements are different. 
A strange thing happens if there is another generator x in M. Surprisingly, this 
has irdluence on the set of critical pairs, 





Let M be generated by a, b, c, d, and x. There is a trace t’ in M with 1, c t’, 1,s t’, 
1, and 1, are in mixed order, and some letter is between 1, and l2 if and only if (x, a), 
(x, d) E D and (x, b), (x, c) ht D. In this case A.1 is satisfied and all such traces t’ 
have the form as in Fig. 3. The resulting set of critical pairs is {(ax”r,b, cx”r,d) 1 n 2 O}. 
Again it depends on r, and r, whether T is confluent or whether actually there is 
a finite set of critical pairs: If r, = r2 = 1, then 
ax”b = abx” 7x” $x”cd = cx”d. 
Hence, T is confluent and the empty set is a set of critical pairs, too. If r, = a, rz = c, 
then T is not confluent and it is easy to see that no proper subset of 
{(ax”cb, cx”ad) 1 n 2 l} can be a set of critical pairs for T. 
Example 2.6. Consider two processes 1, = a -+ b and l2 = b + c. Let T = 
{(l,, r,), (12, r2)} be a replacement system having these processes on the left-hand 
side. Again, the same phenomena as above arises. If M is generated by {a, b, c}, 
then a set of critical pairs is given by {( rl c, arJ}. Assume there is another generator 
x. Let t E M be a trace with 1, G t, 1, G t, 1, n 1, f P, or I,, 1, in mixed order, and there 
is a letter between 1, and 1,. Then it holds that (x, a), (x, c) E 0, but (x, b)@ D 
and every such trace t has the form as in Fig. 4. By Theorem 2.4 the set 
{(r,x”c, ax”r,) 1 n *O} is a set of critical pairs for T. 
3. A sufficient and computable finiteness condition 
We have seen above that Assumption A.1 alone does not prevent us from infinite 
sets of critical pairs. In this section we develop a further condition, which together 
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with A.1 ensures finiteness. The hint how to define this new condition comes from 
the traces which raised the problem. Graphically we may represent them as in Fig. 
5. We will see that we can avoid infinite sets of critical pairs in these situations if, 
before the replacement, we are allowed to transform the program such that x lies 
no more between I, and l2 and if this transformation is in some way compatible 
with the replacement rules. This will be our second assumption. The idea is given 
in Fig. 6. It is formalized as follows 
Assumption A.2. For all rules (I,, r,), (I,, r2) E T and all traces t E M where I, c f, 
I, G t, I, n I, # 0 or I, n I, = 0 and I,, I2 are in mixed order, and where all letters in 
t\(l, u ZJ are between I, and 12, one of the following, Condition (a) or Condition 
(b), holds: 
Fig. 5. 
II (1, !rl) 
V 
Fig. 6. 
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Condition (a): If suf( I,) n pre( Zz) # P, then for some minimal x E suf( I,) n pre( Zz) 
there exists a trace y E M such that 
(i) (pre(x) n Zr)x +y(pre(x) n Z,), 
* 
(ii) rlx Jyrl, 
7 
(iii) zy Gyz for all z E pre( I,). 
7- 
Condition (b): If suf( Zr) n pre( Zz) # 0 then for some maximal x E suf( Zr) n pre( I*) 
there exists a trace y E M such that 
(9 x(suf(x)n I,) G(suf(x) n l,)y, 
7- 
* 
(ii) xr2 * r2y, 
T 
(iii) yz Gzy for all z E suf( Zz). 
T 
Recall that x E suf(Z,) n pre(Z,) means x E t\(Z, u Z2) and x is behind I, and 
before I,. Note also that 
(pre(x) n Z,)x +y(W-e(x) n ZJ 
is a stronger assumption than Z,XJ*, yl,. Furthermore, if it is possible to choose 
x = y then (iii) is always satisfied. In fact, since each letter of t\( 1, u Z2) lies between 
Z1 and Z2, it holds for all z E pre(Z,) or z E suf(Z,) that x and z are independent, hence 
xz = zx in M. If x # y and y commutes with all letters independent of x, then (iii) 
is also trivially fulfilled. 
The choice between (a) or (b) is convenient because later we will see that there 
are systems satisfying only one Condition (a) or (b). 
Remark. (i) If M is free or commutative, then Assumption A.2 is always satisfied. 
(ii) If T is a finite noetherian system, then A.2 is decidable. 
Proof. (i): trivial. 
(ii): Let (I,, r,), (I,, r2) be rules. Clearly, it is enough to test Condition (a) or (b) 
on traces t where I, G t, Z2 G t are subtraces, every letter of t\ I, u I, lies between 1, 
and Z2, and suf(Z,) n pre( Z2) # 0. Let t be such a trace then suf(Z,) n pre(Z,) and 
pre( Zr) n suf( Z2) are subtraces. The nonempty subtrace suf( I,) n pre( ZJ contains a 
chain c=x,+. . .+x,,,, m 3 1 from a minimal element x, to a maximal element x, 
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with pairwise different letters. Note that 1, npre(x,) # 0 and suf(x,) n 12# 0. If 
pre(l,) = 0 then it is enough to check Condition (a) on the trace t’= I, u Z,u c. If we 
have z E pre( I,), then there is (a possibly empty) chain d = y, + . . . + y,, of length 
at most 2#X - 1 from a minimal y, to a maximal y, in pre(Z,) n suf(I,) such that 
z E pre( II) for the trace t’ = I, n l2 u c u d. The intersection of the set of letters in c 
and d is empty hence rn + n s 2#X - 2. Thus, we have to check traces only where 
the size is bounded by 1 I, 1-t 1 I21 + 2#X - 2. There are only finitely many of them. 
Further, if T is finite and noetherian, then for a given x and 1’ there are at most 
finitely many y E M with Z’x a$ yl’ (XV -$ l’y resp.). For these we may test whether 
T,X +: yr, and zx +f xz (XT* 3: r,y and xz +T zx resp.). q 
We are now ready to state our main result: 
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a free partially commutative monoid and T G M x M be a 
jinite trace replacement system which satisJies Assumptions A.1 and A.2. Then there 
is a jinite set of critical pairs. Such a set C(T) is given by 
C(T)={(t,,t,)It,#t,,forj=1,23t,uj,u~EM,(IJ,rj)ET: 
t = u,1,u; = u,1,u;, 
every letter oft belongs to 1, c t or to l2 E t, 
I, n I, # 0 or 1, n l2 = p! and I,, 1, are in mixed order, 
and 5 = ujrjuj}. 
Proof. Let C be a set of critical pairs for T as it is given in Theorem 2.3 Thus, for 
(t, , t2) E C we have t, # t2 and there is a trace t and rules (I,, r,), ( 12, rz) E T such that 
(1) t = u,l,ui = u,l,u$, t, = u,r,u;, tZ= qr,u:; 
(2) I, n Z2 = 0 or I,, Z2 are in mixed order; 
(3) all x E t\(Zl u ZJ are between I, and Z2; 
(4) if t#(Z , u Z2) then there is an x E t which is behind 1, and before 12. 
The set C(T) above is the subset of C where t = (I, u Z2). Let (1, , t2) E C and 
t # (I, u 1J. Since A.2 holds, Condition (a) or (b) is satisfied, say Condition (a) is 
valid. (The other case is analogous). Then for some minimal x E suf(l,) n pre( 12) 
and for some trace y E M we have the formulae 
be(x) n 4)x ~ybre(x) n b), 
7 
* 
rlx *yr, and zx >yz for all z E pre( I,). 
T T 
By Lemma 2.4 we may assume U, =pre(l,). Since x is minimal we have u: =xv{, 
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and u2 = (pre(x) n Z,)xv, for some vi, v2 E M. Therefore we obtain 
t, =pre(Z,)r,xv; Gpre(Z,)yr,vl Gypre(Z,)r,v; and 
T T 
* 
tz = (pre(x) n Z,)xv2r2v; *y(pre(x) n Z,)vzr,v;. 
T 
Of course, t\(x) = pre(Z,)Z,v: = (pre(x) n Z1)v2Z2u;. Thus the confiuence of (t,, tz) is 
reduced to the confluence of the pair (pre(Z,)r,v:, (pre(x) n Z,)v,r,ui). The latter 
pair is not necessarily in C. (Note that for t\{x> the assertion (3) may fail.) But 
however, by the proof of Theorem 2.3 one may reduce to the confluence of a pair 
in C. The result follows by induction. 0 
We now give a first example where Theorem 3.1 applies. 
Example 3.2 (Free partially commutative groups). Let X be a concurrent alphabet 
with dependency relation D G X x X and M = X*/{(ab, ba) 1 (a, b) @ D}. Let X’ be 
a copy of X and ?? = X u X’. Define a dependency relation fi G 2 x X by 
fi := {(x, x’), (x’, x), (a, b), (a’, b), (a, b’), (a’, b’) Ix E X (a, b) E Dl, 
and set fi := X*/{xy, yz) g _? x g\fi}. Consider the following trace replacement 
system s”GiGxti: 
S:={(xx’, l), (x’x, l)lXEX}. 
Then X*/s” is the free partially commutative group associated to (X, D). This is 
also the group associated to the monoid M. The system g satisfies A.l, simply 
because every right-hand side of g equals the unit element 1. To see that Assumption 
A.2 holds, let t E 16 be a trace with subtraces I, G t, Z2 G t where Z,, Z2 are left-hand- 
sides of 2. Note, for every letter x E t we have pre(x) n Z, = 0 or E, E pre(x), j = 1,2 
(and suf(x) n Z, = 0 or I, G suf(x), j = 1,2). Hence, if 1, n Z2 = 0, then they are not in 
mixed order; and if I, n Z2 # 0, then there is no letter between them. Thus the 
hypotheses of Condition (a) and (b) of A.2 are vacuous. It follows that C(s), as 
described in Theorem 3.1 is a set of critical pairs. But C(s”) is the empty set, hence 
i is a finite complete replacement system. This may be used for normal forms of 
elements of free partially commutative groups. Since M c Irr(S”) G fi we reobtain 
the well-known fact that M is embeddable in a group. 
The next statement is another illustration that our theory is a real generalization 
of the purely free of purely commutative case. 
Theorem 3.3. Let XT, . . . , Xz be free monoids and let Tf c XT x Xf be$nite semi- 
Thue systems, i = 1, . . . , n. Then the jinite trace replacement systems T := u:=, 7; of 
the direct product XT x * * * x Xz satis‘es Assumptions A.1 and A.2. In particular 
there is a jinite set of critical pairs for T. 
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Proof. Since letters of a trace t E XT x . . . x XE are independent if and only if they 
belong to different alphabets, A.1 is satisfied. Further let 1, E t, Zzc_ t be subtraces 
and let x E t\( I, u 12) between [I and 14, then we have 1,) I,, x E XT for the same 
index i. Since XT is free, we have I, n l2 = P, and I,, 1, are not in mixed order. 
Assumption A.2 follows trivially. q 
In the next section we give further examples of replacement systems which are 
not of the type as above, nevertheless A.1 and A.2 are fulfilled. 
4. The completion procedure for concurrent processes 
In the first section we described the general Knuth-Bendix completion procedure. 
We may apply it to our situation of free partially commutative monoids if A.1 and 
A.2 are satisfied. However, a slight modification of the procedure yields a better 
result. The idea is that it is not necessary to use a whole set of critical pairs all 
along the procedure. In case of termination it is enough if all critical pairs have 
been had under consideration in the final step before the procedure stops. In case 
of nontermination it is enough to approximate the set of critical pairs. 
Assume there is a way in computing to each finite replacement system T, a finite 
set C’( T,) such that C’( 7;) is at least some subset of a set of critical pairs. If we 
use these sets C’( 7’i) instead of C( Ti) during the completion procedure then, in the 
notations of above, one easily verifies: 
(1) If T* = T, = T,,, for some i 2 1 and if C’( T,) is a set of critical pairs for Ti, 
then T* is a finite complete system for M/T, . 
(2) If r, # T,,, for all i 2 1 and if the union l-l:=, C’( 7’i) contains sets of critical 
pairs for infinitely many i 2 1, then T” is an infinite complete system for M/ TI and 
no finite one exists (for the choosen well-ordering). 
Technically there is no problem to ensure that I_):“=, C’(T) contains sets of critical 
pairs for infinitely many T, if T, f T+, for all i 2 1. (Sets of critical pairs are 
recursively enumerable.) However, in practice this is highly inefficient and also less 
important since there is no algorithmic way to prove that Ti # Ti+, for all i2 1. So, 
we do not care very much about (2). What we propose to do is to avoid a test 
whether the Assumptions A.1 and A.2 from the precedent section are satisfied as 
long as possible. 
There are two good reasons to proceed in this way. First of all such a test is rather 
involved and therefore it should be omitted whenever possible. Secondly, and this 
is more important, an early test might mislead us. We will show that there are 
replacement systems which violate A.1 or A.2 and nevertheless the procedure 
terminates with a finite complete system. 
We will run the completion procedure as follows. We choose an admissible 
well-ordering > and we start with a finite system T, where I > r for all (1, r) E TI. 
We proceed as usual, but for the sets C(Z) we always take the finite sets according 
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to the description of Theorem 3.1 (whether A.1 and A.2 are fulfilled or not). If the 
procedure stops with a system T” and T* satisfies A.1 and A.2 then T” is a finite 
complete replacement system and it holds that M/ T* = M/ TI. But again, a test for 
A.1 and A.2 should not be done before normalization. Since, without test, T” is 
not known to be complete, we have to be a little bit careful in normalization: We 
reduce the right-hand sides rule after rule until they are irreducible. Call this new 
system T” again. Now, if (1, r) E T” and I & Irr( T*\{ (I, I)}), then compute an irreduc- 
ible descendant i of I with respect to T*\{(I, r)}. If i= r, then we safely may omit 
the rule (I, r), otherwise T” is not complete and we restart the whole procedure 
again with the system T*\{(I, r)} and the new rule ([ r) (or (r, f) if r > f). If finally 
T” is normalized, confluent on C( T”) and A.l, A.2 are satisfied, then T” is a finite 
normalized complete system for M/T, . 
In the following examples we use the notational convention to allow plus-signs 
between letters which commute. Recall also that 1 denotes the empty trace. We 
always choose well-orderings as in Proposition 1.1 or 1.2 without mentioning them 
explicitly. 
Example 4.1. Let M = {a, b, c}*/{(ab, ba)}, the dependency graph of M is u-c-b. 
Consider the following replacement system 
T, = {((a + b)c, I), (bca, I), (a& 1)). 
This system does not satisfy Assumption A.2. Indeed let t be as in Fig. 7. Then the 
letter a is between I, = a + c + b and 1, = (a + b)c, but neither aca =+f, yuc nor 
u2c +T, ucy, for any y. However, as we have said above we proceed as if A.1 and 
A.2 were satisfied. Thus we obtain C’( T,) = {(cu, UC), (cb, bc)}. Assume that our 
well-ordering says UC < cu and bc < cb. Then, after normalization, we have 
T*= T,={((a+b)c,1),(cu,uc),(cb,bc)}. 
It is easily seen that this system T2 satisfies A.1 and A.2 by Condition (a). (Note 
that now it holds that ucu +:1 u’c.) Indeed, T” is a finite complete replacement 
system for M/ T, = Z x Z. 
Example 4.1 Shows that we should not replace the condition 
* 
(we(x) n b)x *ybreb) n k) 
I- 
Fig. 7. 
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of A.2 by (pre(x) n L,)x = y(pre(x) n ii). Also, Condition (b) of A.2 is not true. 
Another remarkable fact is that Z x Z is not presentable by any finite complete 
semi-Thue system over a free monoid on three letters, see [ 111. Here, one commuta- 
tion rule, namely a6 = bu, is enough to obtain such a complete system on three 
generators. 
Example 4.2. We finish with a noncommutative example which is therefore not 
presentable by any vector replacement system, and where the Knuth-Bendix 
completion algorithm would not terminate in purely free case neither. Let M = 
{a, 6, c, g}*/{( ab, bu), (UC, ca), (bc, cb)}. (It is isomorphic to N3 * N.) 
Consider the following finite noetherian system: T1 = {((a + b + c), l), (g’, l), 
(gu, bg)}. The system T, is not complete. We have 
bg(b + c) $$a + b + c) ?g, gbg zg*a 2’. 
We obtain T,={(u+ b+c, l), (g’, l), (gu, bg), (bg(b+c), g), (gbg, a)}. This system 
is not complete since 
gb zgbg2zag. 
In a normalized version we get 
T3 = {(a + f~ + c, 11, k’, 11, (sa, &I, kb, as), ((a + b)s, g)). 
Again, rJ is not complete. Consider 
gcz(u+b+c)gczcg. 
But in the next step the completion procedure stops and normalization yields the 
following system 
T” = {(a + b+ c, l), (g’, l), (ga, bg), (gb, ag), (gc, cg)] 
and the system satisfies A.1 and A.2. 
It follows that T* is a complete replacement system. (We may use this system to 
solve the word problem for M/T, in linear time!) The algebraic structure of M/ T, 
is given by the semi-direct product of Z x Z by Z/22 where Z/22 operates on Z x Z 
via the matrix 
0 1 ( > 1 o ESL2W. 
5. Some remarks on complexity 
In this section we prove some complexity results. First we give an upper bound 
for the number of critical pairs which are computed according to Theorem 3.1. 
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Let us fix some notations which are valid throughout: M means a free partially 
commutative monoid generated by some finite alphabet X and kz0 denotes the 
least integer such that M has an embedding in a k-fold direct product of free 
monoids, M + nf=, XT. By T G M x M we mean a finite trace replacement system 
of n rules, n 2 1 and let m := max{lll 1 (I, r) E T}. The size 11 TII of T is defined by 
II TII :=&ET. (Ill + 14). 
Theorem 5.1. The set of Theorem 3.1 
t = u,1,ll; = u,z*u:, 
every letter oft belongs to 1, G t or to 1, G t, 
1, n 1, # 0 or 1, n 12 = 0 and I,, lZ are in mixed order, 
and t, = u,rjuj} 
contains at most 4k(m+l)kin(n+l) elements. 
Proof. Using the embedding M + nf=, XT every trace t E M becomes a k-tuple of 
words t=(t,,..., tk). Let (p, r), (q, s) E T be rules; we count the number of traces 
t with t = p u q with multiplicities according to the different ways how p and q may 
occur as subtraces p C_ t, q E t. 
Since t = p u q every letter of t is in p c t or q c t. Hence, for all i = 1,. . . , k, 
there exists ui, vi, wi E XT such that ti = uiviwi and 
(1) uiv, =pi and viwi = qi, or 
(2) uivi = qi and viwi =pi, or 
(3) U;ZI;W~ = pi and vi = qi, or 
(4) uiviwi = qi and vi =pi. 
For each iE{l,..., k} there are at most 4(m + 1) choices for ui, vi, w, E XF. For 
each pair (p, r), (q, s) E T this gives 4k(m + l)k combinations. The result follows 
because we have to consider at most $n (n + 1) pairs of rules. 0 
Corollary 5.2. For fixed M there is a polynomial time algorithm which computes the 
set of pairs C(T) above (where the input size is IITll). 
Proof. Let (p, r), (q, s) E T be rules. In polynomial time we compute all k-tuples 
ofwords (t,,..., tk) which satisfy one of the conditions (l), . . . , (4) in the proof 
of Theorem 5.1. By the following well-known Lemma 5.3 we may decide in linear 
time whether a k-tuple ( tl,. . . , tk) of words represents a trace t E M, i.e. whether 
(t,, . . . , tk) is reconstructible. The result follows by Lemma 5.4 below. 0 
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Lemma 5.3. Let t = (t, , . . . , tk) E fl F=, XT be any k- tuple of words. Then we may decide 
in time O(CF=, 151) whether t represents a trace of M. 
Proof. The decision algorithm is contained in the following fact. If t = (1, . . . , 1) 
then t E M else we have t E M if and only if 
(1) there exists a letter a E UF=r Xi such that for all i E (1,. . . , k} with a E Xi it 
holds ti E ax:, and 
(2) we have t’E M where t’ is the k-tuple such that t = at’. 0 
Lemma 5.4. Let (1, r) E T be a rule and t E M. Then there is an algorithm which decides 
in time O(l tl) whether 1 is a subtrace of t. Zf it is, then it also computes a direct 
descendant f:= uru’ for t = ulu’. 
Proof. In time O(ltl) the trace t becomes a tuple of words t = (tl, . . . , tk). (Note, 
to test whether l=(l,,...,l,) is a subtrace of t is not sufficient to test whether Ii 
divides $ for i = 1, . . . , k.) In constant time independent of t we test for i = 1, . . . , k 
whether ti = l,u, for some words ui. If it is, then we compute i= (r,ul,. . . , rkuk) E M, 
else for some i we have ti # l,u, for all ui. If, in the latter case, 1 til s Il,l then we may 
say that 1 is no subtrace of t. Else, we have ti = at: for some letter a and t = pre(a)at’ 
for some trace t’. Now, 1 is a subtrace of t if and only if I is a subtrace of t’. The 
lemma follows. 0 
Theorem 5.5. Let T G M x M be a finite confluent replacement system over a free 
partially commutative monoid M. If for some weight-function y : M + N we have 
y( 1) > y(r) for all (1, r) E T then there is an algorithm which decides s e$ t for s, t E M 
in square time O(lstl*). 
Proof. Clearly, it is enough to show that the irreducible descendant 8 of a trace 
t E M is computable in time O(ltl’). By Lemma 5.4 we may decide in linear time 
whether t E Irr( T) and, if not, compute a direct descendant of t. Since y( 1) > y(r) 
for all rules, at most y(t) = O(l tl) reduction-steps are possible. Hence the result. 0 
In order to apply Theorem 5.5 let us mention that it is decidable whether a finite 
system in a free partially commutative monoid in weight-reducing by solving a 
system of linear inequations over the natural numbers. 
Remark. It would be very interesting to know whether the result of Theorem 5.5 is 
the best possible. In the case of semi-Thue systems (or vector replacement systems) 
we could obtain the same assertion as in Theorem 5.5 in time O(lstl), see [2, Theorem 
4.11. Unfortunately the technique of [2] does not apply to the free partially commuta- 
tive case in general, see [ 121. But it applies to the special case of the system s” c X x J? 
of Example 3.2 above which describes free partially commutative groups. The result 
that the word problem of these groups is solvable in linear time is due to Wrathall 
[221. 
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